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INTRODUCTION
No sooner had higher education professionals begun to adjust
to the onslaught of interest in social networking web sites such as
Facebook and LinkedIn, than a new online channel appeared: Twitter
(http://twitter.com).
Growing rapidly in popularity, Twitter has become an addictive
online habit for some. Simultaneously, however, it has eluded easy
classification. What is it? Is it a “micro-blogging” platform? A mass textmessaging system? A new form of chat? And more importantly, what is
it good for?
However we characterize it, Twitter offers a unique way for
educational institutions to activate the bonds that connect their alumni
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and friends to one another and to the institution.
This white paper is organized into three main sections:

1. What Is Twitter? Overview & Background
2. How do People and Organizations Use Twitter?
3. What is Twitter’s Potential for Alumni Relations in
Higher Education?

While Twitter has been hyped by its fans and by the media as a

“...Twitter is also
valuable as a
networking tool.”

way for individuals to broadcast their activities to others, we propose
that Twitter is also valuable as a networking tool. It can provide an
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additional way for an institution’s (or an alumni association’s) followers
to find one another and connect in an increasingly crowded and noisy
online social environment.
Note: Although Twitter is by no means the only “micro-blogging”
service, it has quickly grown to be the most popular in the United States.
Therefore we are limiting our examination of micro-blogging to the
Twitter platform. We include a list of related services in the Resources
section on page X of this white paper.

1. WHAT IS TWITTER?
Twitter is one of a newly popular class of online tools known
broadly as “micro-blogging” tools. Twitter’s website describes the tool
as “a service for friends, family, and co-workers to communicate and
stay connected through the exchange of quick, frequent answers to one
simple question: What are you doing?”

How does Twitter work?
A user logs into his Twitter account and sends a short message
out over the internet. Other users, who have chosen to “follow” the
sender, will receive this message via their channel of choice for reading
incoming Twitter messages. One can read incoming Twitter messages
on the Twitter web site, on social networking sites, and on mobile
devices such as the iPhone or Blackberry. Twitter updates can also be
configured to appear as “status updates” in users’ Facebook profiles.
There is a ratio-based limit to the number of others a user can
follow or be followed by: you can follow a maximum of 2,000 others
so long as you have fewer than 2,000 followers. You can follow more
than 2,000 others once you have 2,000 followers of your own.
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Among Twitter’s most important characteristics are that:

• Individual Twitter messages are called tweets.
• Tweets are limited in length to just 140 characters (letters,
symbols, numerals, or spaces).

For context: 140 characters is the combined length of the two
bulleted sentences above.
Additional facts:

• People who receive your tweets are your “Followers.”
• Subscribing to someone’s tweets is called “Following”
that person.

Important Facts About Twitter:
Individual Twitter messages are
called tweets.

• Users can see the Twitter username of all their followers,
and one user can see whom another user is following.

Tweets are limited to 140
characters (letters, symbols,
numerals, or spaces).

Users have short profiles that list optional information including
their real name, physical location, web page URL, and very brief
biographical information. This biographical information is limited to
160 characters in length. One’s Twitter page also shows others how
many users they are following, how many are following them, and how

People who receive your tweets
are called your “Followers.”
Subscribing to someone’s
tweets is called “Following”
that person.

many updates – or “tweets” – the user has posted overall.

How is “Twittering” different from blogging?
Although the term “micro-blogging platform” is used to describe
Twitter, “micro-blogging” is somewhat of a misnomer. Here are some
differences between blogs and Twitter.
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• Blogs allow for postings of unlimited length. They do not
limit the user to just a few dozen letters.
• Blogs provide a much more varied range of activities and
services to users:

Twitter’s web traffic in the US
increased by 752% in 2008.

o Readers attach their comments to a specific blog
posting (so-called “threaded discussion”).
o Blogs include a chronological archive of past posts,
allow multiple “tags” or “labels” to be applied to each
post, and postings can be searched so that all posts with a
specific tag can be pulled up and viewed at once.
o Blogs usually include a list of other sites and blogs
the author recommends or suggests (a “blog roll”).

Twitter, therefore, is meant to be briefer, but also more immediate,
frequent and spontaneous than traditional blogging. It is important to
note that web page addresses (URLs) can be embedded in tweets. These
form live links to web sites with additional content, including articles,
photos, or other information.

How popular is Twitter?
During 2008 Twitter’s web traffic in the United States alone grew
from approximately 500,000 unique visitors to more than 4.43 million,
an increase of 752% for the year.
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(http://mashable.com/2009/01/09/twitter-growth-2008/)
This astonishing adoption rate does not even comprise Twitter’s use on
mobile devices, or via third-party sites, such as Facebook.
Internationally, Twitter gained tremendous traction as well.
Among urban areas, Tokyo generates the most Twitter traffic. However,
during a single 24-hour period in January 2009, eight of the top 10
Twittering cities were in the United States (http://www.twitterlocal.net/
stats).
Finally, as ranked among all web sites in popularity, during 2008
Twitter.com moved from a position outside the top 3,000 sites in U.S.
popularity to a place in the top 300. Its traffic grew from 3 million visits
per month at the beginning of the year, to almost 40 million per month by
year-end. (http://siteanalytics.compete.com/twitter.com/?metric=rank)

2. HOW DO PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS USE TWITTER?
Individual usage:
Individuals most commonly use Twitter to communicate mundane
reports of their everyday activities. The Twitter web site urges users to
tell others “what they are doing,” and most new users take this literally,
reporting on (for example) what they had for lunch, or on their current
mood.
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Therefore, as many critics have pointed out, Twitter content
tends toward the unremarkable, including observations that are of
little interest to anyone but the author. However, statements about
ordinary activities can foster a sense of what New York Times writer
Clive Thompson called “ambient awareness.” (http://www.nytimes.
com/2008/09/07/magazine/07awareness-t.html)

Each little update — each individual bit of social
information — is insignificant on its own, even supremely
mundane. But taken together, over time, the little snippets
coalesce into a surprisingly sophisticated portrait of your
friends’ and family members’ lives, like thousands of dots
making a pointillist painting.

Users can post general messages to their followers as a whole, or
can respond to specific individuals via so-called “@replies.” The tweet
is preceded by the @ symbol plus the Twitter username of the person to
whom the response is directed. These @replies account for about 25%
of all posts (Huberman et al, 2009).
From your very first tweet, your Twitter posts build your personal
brand – or the brand of your Institution. The topics you choose, whom

“From your very first
tweet, your Twitter posts
build your personal
brand – or the brand of
your Institution.”

you follow, how you direct your tweets, and what you say about
your chosen topics have long-term implications for how your online
community perceives you, and what they know about you as well.

Organizational usage:
Many businesses and commercial brands have begun using Twitter
to project an organizational image, or to convey links to company news
or offers to customers. Companies such as Whole Foods, Virgin America
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and Starbucks also use this format to respond directly to other Twitter
users who reference their products or services in tweets. We explore
this trend as it applies to institutions of higher education in a little more
detail below.

3. WHAT IS TWITTER’S POTENTIAL FOR ALUMNI RELATIONS,
COMMUNICATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT IN
HIGHER EDUCATION?

We suggest that the short-term role of Twitter for advancement
lies in two primary channels:

1. News and information delivery; and
2. Network activation.

1. News and information delivery
Colleges and universities, as well as their alumni organizations,
can use Twitter to deliver updates, news and comments about the
institution, and about its students, faculty and alumni. Many institutions
have begun using Twitter to send out news and updates about campus
activities, as in the example below. (A brief summary of our recent survey
on this topic appears as an Appendix at the end of this white paper.)

Indeed, Twitter is a free service, and any alumni association can
inform its audiences that it has created a Twitter account, and encourage
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constituents to follow it on Twitter.
One potential problem with this practice is that for many new
users of Twitter, as yet unconvinced of the service’s value, this kind of
announcement is similar to an individual’s mundane personal reports;
it lacks relevance and inherent interest for most readers.
Furthermore, this information certainly duplicates information
already published elsewhere – in a publication, an email newsletter, a
web page, an RSS feed, or a postal mailing. There is, of course, value
in information redundancy. But these kinds of tweets may well have

“...these kinds of
tweets may well have a
negative effect, as true
‘fans’ of the school’s
activities feel they
are merely receiving
repeated messages, not
fresh information.”

a negative effect, as true “fans” of the school’s activities feel they are
merely receiving repeated messages, not fresh information.

One Strategy: Personalizing the Source
The source of an institution’s tweets need not be an anonymous,
organizational user account such as @schoolalumni. Individuals
(advancement officers, senior administrators – up to and including
campus CEOs – and volunteers) can communicate with alumni, parents,
students, prospects, faculty and donors.
To our knowledge this opportunity has not been systematically
documented, but fundraisers, alumni officers, volunteer leaders, and
even campus presidents, chancellors and heads of schools can deliver
authentic commentary to their audiences via Twitter. The advancement
profession revolves around relationship building, so using Twitter as
a way of amplifying or cementing existing relationships could deliver
greater awareness of campus issues among prospects and donors.
Many Twitter users are perfectly eager to follow someone whom
they do not know at all, on the basis of that person’s expertise or

“The advancement
profession revolves
around relationship
building, so using
Twitter as a way of
amplifying or cementing
existing relationships
could deliver greater
awareness of campus
issues among prospects
and donors.”

commonly tweeted topics. They may well be willing to follow someone
with whom they already communicate via other means (face to face,
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email, or mail).

John Maeda, the dynamic president of the Rhode Island School of
Design, has taken to twittering in his role as campus CEO. Despite his
list of almost 1,300 followers, he has chosen to use Twitter in a way that
arbitrarily limits its use. He does not follow any student, faculty member,
alumnus, donor or organization from this account. This is every user’s
prerogative; Twitter is designed to allow for what is known as “directed
links” in the network of users. There is no obligation to follow someone
just because he or she follows you. However, to the extent networks
facilitate the exchange of information, turning the medium into a oneway street makes exchanges impossible.
Similarly, Imma Tubelli, the Rector of the Open University of
Catalonia (UOC) in Spain, is attracting a modest following on Twitter,
but so far follows just a single user in return. She also uses her job title
as her username in Twitter, and does not include her real name in her
profile. UOC is an almost completely virtual university that educates

“There is no
obligation to follow
someone just because
he or she follows you.
However, to the extent
networks facilitate
the exchange of
information, turning
the medium into a
one-way street makes
exchanges impossible.”

it students with electronic tools and online channels. The fact that the
campus CEO is twittering is a credit to her willingness to experiment
with new technology, though following more than one user back would
be another step in the right direction towards fully embracing this
endeavor.
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Our brief scan of twittering individuals in higher education
revealed a tiny number of newly-engaged campus leaders who had
not yet had time to establish a pattern or reputation – or following. We
expect that in the coming months a number of enterprising college
presidents and others in leadership roles will take advantage of the
opportunity to shape the tool’s use for leadership communication and
engagement.

The Trust Factor: A Potential Obstacle
As in all social networks, the concept of trust plays a role in
Twitter. The likelihood of one user opting to follow a second user
increases if the second user is known to the first – either as an individual
or as an organization. (Buskens 2002)
Facebook is a model for this phenomenon. Arthur J. Esposito, the
director of an advising program at a large, public research university in
the US recently wrote, in reply to an article in Inside Higher Ed,

In the multiple surveys I’ve conducted of student
populations, they report being more likely to interact [on
Facebook] with individual advisors and instructors whom
they know and trust than they would be with a larger,
impersonal institutional profile. (http://insidehighered.
com/news/2009/01/08/network)

This suggests that organizations using Twitter to connect with
constituents should try to balance their institutional trustworthiness

“...organizations using
Twitter to connect
with constituents
should try to balance
their institutional
trustworthiness with
a personal touch. This
might be difficult
to achieve...”

with a personal touch. This might be difficult to achieve, as various
constituents’ connections are inevitably to a variety of individuals
from the institution. A campus CEO can attract followers because of
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her job title (as in the example of Rector Tubelli, who does not even
use her name on Twitter). But a major gifts officer, an alumni director,
or a media relations professional might find it more difficult to attract
followers – except in cases where a potential follower is a personal
acquaintance.
With these factors in mind, we predict that if micro-blogging
achieves the status of an everyday activity – as sending email or visiting
Facebook have – then it will be important for almost every staff member
to create an individual account and connect directly with individuals
with whom they have established institutional relationships.

What Is the Right Content for Twitter?
Our recent poll of institutional twitter users showed that 85%
of institutional users are using the service to send out event updates
and invites, and news of updated web content is broadcast by 59% of
institutions (see Appendix).
For institutions and associations, using Twitter primarily for
updates that are also being distributed by other means (email, web)
means missing a potentially valuable role for the service. Rather than
use Twitter solely as a one-way tool for broadcasting links to web pages,
can associations use Twitter to activate the alumni network?
We believe that by following back each alumnus who follows
the association or its staff, and encouraging alumni to connect with
fellow followers, schools and alumni associations can deploy Twitter
as a community-building tool.
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encouraging alumni
to connect with fellow
followers, schools and
alumni associations
can deploy Twitter
as a communitybuilding tool.”
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For example, the Twitter web site allows each follower of the
Caltech Alumni Association (above) to see thumbnails of users the
Association is following:

Mousing over the thumbnails reveals each follower’s username,
and if they have provided it in their profile, their real name. Clicking
a thumbnail brings you to that user’s profile, where you can, in turn
follow that person (or organization) on Twitter by simply clicking the
“Follow” button beneath the username:
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Additionally, users can click the “Following” link at the top of the
Association’s profile to browse a list of 20 of the Association’s followers
at a time. Both of these methods allow alumni associations to use
Twitter as an aggregator of alumni profiles, encouraging alumni to

• connect with one another,
• follow one another’s tweets and
• communicate in an ongoing, continuous way that is unique
to the so-called “Twittersphere.”
Twitter Terms:
While this type of networking and connectivity is useful to alumni
associations, the benefits extend to other types of organizations as
well. NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) used Twitter to organize a
“tweetup” for followers – a chance to have a face-to-face meeting with
others who follow JPL’s space missions via Twitter. In addition, they
created a Twitter account to encourage tweetup attendees to connect
with one another (@jpltweetup) and sent out the following message:

You may have noticed you have a new follower,
@jpltweetup. We created this account to follow everyone

Tweetup: a face-to-face
meeting or event with other
Twitter users
@ Reply: Publicly responding
to another user’s tweet; the
response appears in the public
timeline and is visible to all
other users.
Direct Messaging (DM): A
private tweet sent directly
from one user to another.
Retweet (RT): Re-posting a
tweet from another user.

who is confirmed for the JPL tweetup on Jan. 21. This way
you can take a peek to find out who else is expected.

@jpltweetup will facilitate the same kinds of interaction as
described above for alumni associations.

Direct Messaging
Alumni who recognize one another among a school’s or an
association’s followers can communicate in the publicly visible stream
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of messages on Twitter (this is called the “public timeline”). Here is one
real world example of alumni re-connecting on Twitter:

“...how might alumni
connect? Finding
other users to follow
on Twitter can prove
problematic.”
Alumni may also choose to connect privately via Direct Message.
A direct message, or DM, is delivered like any other tweet, but is visible
only to the intended recipient, not to the general public.

Finding Each Other on Twitter
Other than surveying an association’s or school’s followers, how
might alumni connect? Finding other users to follow on Twitter can
prove problematic. There is no single searchable directory of users. In
general, users you want to follow fall into the following categories:

• users you already know, and
• those you don’t know but may be interested to follow.

This idea of a dual layer of networks is borne out by an article called
Social networks that matter: Twitter under the microscope, published
in January, 2009 by Huberman, Romero and Wu. Their study of social
interactions within Twitter proposes an important difference between
“followers” and “friends.” The authors define a friend as someone to
whom a user has directed a minimum number of @replies in a given
period. Their analysis of almost 310,000 users reveals two disparate
networks:
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[A] very dense one made up of followers and followees,
and a sparser and simpler network of actual friends. The
latter proves to be more influential in driving Twitter usage
since users with many actual friends tend to post more
updates than users with few actual friends.

The authors also state that the number of updates posted “initially
increases as the number of followers increases but it eventually
saturates” and levels off. This phenomenon is borne out in our own,
much smaller sample size (see Appendix re: number of followers versus
tweet frequency). Our survey does not differentiate between “followers”
and “friends.”
Huberman et al. conclude that we cannot assume a “real” network
exists, merely because users are following each other’s tweets. Rather,
they suggest that there is a “hidden social network” that exists only
among those who truly interact by sending targeted messages (@replies)
to particular users.
One relevant finding in Huberman is the idea that “even though
users declare that they follow many people using Twitter, they only keep

“...the alumni network
in Twitter will condense
with increased directed
messaging (@replies)
between alumni.
Without interaction
among alumni the
network will remain
sparse in terms of
interaction, but we can
still benefit from the
other roles Twitter plays
in alumni relations...”

in touch with a small number of them.” This suggests that the alumni
network in Twitter will condense with increased directed messaging (@
replies) between alumni. Without interaction among alumni the network
will remain sparse in terms of interaction, but we can still benefit from
the other roles Twitter plays in alumni relations, as described in this
paper.

The Retweet (RT)
An additional form of interaction is the redistribution of tweets
deemed noteworthy, valuable or interesting. This viral phenomenon,
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known as the “retweet” is indicated in postings that begin with the
letters “RT” followed by the username of the person who originally
shared the information:

and

In sum, 1) alumni networks are active where users recognize each
other and connect; and 2) we measure recognition and connection
through public, directed messaging (@replies) and retweets. This is a
proxy for how interesting or relevant content is to users.
In addition to the lack of a single user directory for Twitter,
finding people to connect with is hindered in other ways. User profile

“...we measure
recognition and
connection through
public, directed
messaging (@replies)
and retweets. This
is a proxy for how
interesting or relevant
content is to users.”

information is limited, and many users share only their self-selected
username, which can be an anonymous “handle,” not their actual
name. These factors make it difficult to form a community of users.
One way to find potential prior connections (e.g., fellow alumni) is to
use the process described above: browsing the followers of those you
are following, including your alumni association.
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Additional Considerations
Forming Groups on Twitter:
As of this writing, Twitter offers no “groups” functionality, which
would enable users to segment their contacts. This would allow users
to message people of a certain type or tag (“friends,” “co-workers,”
“book club members,” etc.) and determine which groups could see
which updates they choose to post. Group functionality for Twitter
does, however, exist via third-party services such as Tweetdeck and
TwittGroups. On June 4, 2008, Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey indicated
in an InformationWeek article that Twitter was “working on” groups
functionality. (http://is.gd/gnt4)

Staffing:
Because Twitter is a largely solitary pursuit, and because
composing tweets requires little time (compared with blog posts or press
releases, for example), one person can deliver a stream of tweets from
an association or campus account. However, as previously mentioned,
such an approach might be opting for trustedness over connectedness.
Conversely, an advantage of the organizational Twitter identity is that it
can be shared among more than one staff member.
Volume of postings is not critical so long as a modest frequency
is maintained, and there is the risk of repelling followers if the stream
of tweets from a school or alumni office is too relentless. A consistent

“A consistent tone
is probably more
important than constant
tweets. Formal or
casual, personal or
professional, serious or
humorous – a higher ed
twitterer should settle
on an approach and try
to be consistent.”

tone is probably more important than constant tweets. Formal or casual,
personal or professional, serious or humorous – a higher ed twitterer
should settle on an approach and try to be consistent. Alumni will be
confused if they read about an upcoming reunion event, and moments
later are reading about a favorite polenta recipe.
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Fundraising with Twitter:
Though still early in its evolution, micro-blogging’s popularity
has generated interest in its potential as a fundraising tool. Like many
social computing technologies, Twitter can reach a large audience of
community members quickly and with relatively little staff time, and
makes it easy for members of that community to spread information to
an even wider audience on their own.
Recent examples of Twitter in fundraising include the following:

• “A Tweet for Chuck” - a fundraising drive organized by
the political campaign of Chuck DeVore
http://www.blogpi.net/a-glimpse-at-the-future-of-twitterfundraising
• “Tweetsgiving” - a project to raise $10,000 in 48 hours
to build a classroom at a school in Tanzania.
http://tweetsgiving.org/

Privacy on Twitter:
An interesting aspect of Twitter is that the service treats users and
their content asymmetrically. A Twitter user can “protect” his tweets,
but not his profile. Trying to follow a user who wants to control who can
read his tweets results in this message:

A Note on Privacy:
Twitter treats users and their
content asymmetrically. A
Twitter user can “protect” his
tweets, but not his profile.

However, the same “protected” user’s profile is not hidden:
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As Twitter’s evolution continues, we may expect more finely
calibrated controls over privacy, similar to those on more elaborate
social sites such as Facebook.

Twitter & Email:
Like email, Twitter can be used to communicate with one person,
many people, or a vast group. Unlike email, tweets are not generally
targeted to a subgroup of readers. The inevitable advent of group
functionality for Twitter will change that, however. Meanwhile, the vast
majority of tweets are sent in the so-called “public timeline,” which
means they are readable by all Twitter users. Even if a message has not
been tweeted to me, I can find and read it at any time using the search
function in Twitter. And again, Twitter’s 140 character limit means
messages are necessarily shorter than the average email message, and
dramatically shorter than email newsletters. However, the ability to
embed web addresses (URLs) in tweets as links directly to web content
means that Twitter serves as a launching point that directs users to
content housed elsewhere on the internet.

Twitter and Blogs:

“Higher education
bloggers should
look for changes
in interface and
functionality
when it comes to
integrating Twitter
posts into blogs.”

Higher education bloggers should look for changes in interface
and functionality when it comes to integrating Twitter posts into blogs.
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Currently, many bloggers “widgetize” their updates, so that their Twitter
posts are automatically fed into a sidebar or subsection of their blog
websites. Inevitably, a tighter integration of blogs and Twitter will arise.
In a recent Mashable.com article, Rachel Cunliffe explored “10 ways
Twitter Design Will Change Blog Design in 2009.” (http://mashable.
com/2009/01/04/twitter-blog-design/).
Her assessment is that Twitter posts will no longer be relegated to
sidebar items on blogs, but be integrated into the way we disseminate
information through blogs. This development is potentially critical,
as integrating disparate channels will reduce the need or tendency to
recycle information for audiences who read your content in different
places. On the other hand, it will potentially add to the redundancy
of information mentioned earlier. The proper balance between these
conflicting influences will depend on the author’s audiences, messages,
and goals.

Twitter and Social Network Sites:
As with blogs, and as noted above, Twitter has become integrated
with many web 2.0 services (see, for example, http://twitpic.com/).
And as with blogs, communicators in higher education should be
prepared to incorporate Twitter, should they decide to use it, into

“...communicators
in higher education
should be prepared to
incorporate Twitter,
should they decide to
use it, into whatever
communication or
social media strategy
they deploy for
their organizations.”

whatever communication or social media strategy they deploy for their
organizations.

Twitter and Print/Publications:
Twitter, like many Web 2.0 tools and services, has the potential
to augment printed publication content. Using a Twitter account,
institutions can push out content in snippets with updates, additional
information or comments about pieces in printed publications,
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independent of the print date. This extends the interaction between
the reader and the content beyond the print date, and keeps content
current and relevant. While blogs or other web pages can also achieve
this, Twitter allows for quick circulation and retweeting, creating buzz
and conversation around a particular topic or story.

Twitter and face-to-face communication (e.g., events):
Twitter’s purely online presence can catalyze real-world
interactions. Tweeting about a physical location or need can provide
real world interactions and solutions:

or

In the @jpltweetup example described earlier, JPL targets its
followers directly and brings them together with an online invitation
to face-to-face event. Although text messaging can convey similar

“...using Twitter allows
the sender to reach a
large group at once,
and that group will
receive the message via
whatever platform they
are near or using
at the time.”

information, using Twitter allows the sender to reach a large group at
once, and that group will receive the message via whatever platform
they are near or using at the time.
It can also prove useful in surveying an immediate interested
audience, and promoting services: “How does a networking event for
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L.A. alumni sound? Feb 26 at 12 noon, Downtown Café.”
One tool that allows for easier following of discussion topics on
Twitter is the hashtag, represented by using the pound sign (#) and an
identifying word or abbreviation. This is a user-generated convention
for adding additional information or data to a post. Adding a hashtag
categorizes a post with related posts by other users. There is no official
registry or list of hashtags; simply placing a # symbol before any single
word indicates the post is tagged. This practice is useful for conferences
(#CASE), events (#09reunion) and even emergency coordination or
reporting. When a commercial airliner ditched in New York’s Hudson
River, the hashtag #hudson spread quickly through the system, allowing
users to search for the tag and find reports about the developing story.

Getting started: ways to begin

What Institutions and Associations Can Do
We suggest the following modest list of ways to begin enhancing

enhancing Twitter’s utility as an
alumni relations tool.

Twitter’s utility as an alumni relations tool:
• Create Twitter accounts in the name of your school and
alumni association even if you do not intend to use Twitter
for institutional purposes. This will prevent unauthorized or
unexpected use (“squatting”) of the names by opportunistic
students, alumni, marketers, or others.
• Describe Twitter on your web site and direct alumni to
your association profile and other school-related users.
• Consider establishing a professionally oriented use
of a personal Twitter account, as an additional channel
for connecting with constituents with whom you have
established an institutional relationship. An alumni
director might tweet individually and follow his alumni
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board members.
• Schedule institutional tweets for the weekday, when
most users are watching the Twitter stream, and pay
attention to time zones. Overnight and weekend tweets
will be long gone from the public timeline when alumni
log on in the morning.
• Establish a user-populated directory of alumni Twitter
usernames.
• Profile publicly how alumni are connecting with each
other – not just with the institution – by using Twitter.
• Tell alumni to seek out other alumni among the
institution’s or the association’s followers on Twitter.
• Add alumni Twitter usernames to alumni records in
the secure online directory and even in the development
database, and encourage alumni to update their own
records with this information.

Higher education social media blogger Sarah Evans compiled a
list of activities to help individuals and organizations build community
via Twitter:
http://mashable.com/2008/11/10/twitter-community/

The Down Side of Twittering
Twitter has many detractors. A range of arguments questions its
viability or relevance, depending on the context. Here are a few points
that call into question Twitter’s legitimacy as a force in social media.
• Twitter has no viable revenue model. With a “free for
everyone” model and no advertising, the company can’t
earn money.
• At 140 characters, the messages can convey information,
but not context or depth. You are sure to be misunderstood
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from time to time, and Twitter makes this especially risky;
the speed with which messages flow by discourages
followers from asking what you really meant. As marketing
expert Seth Godin suggests, they will “just assume you’re
an ignorant jerk and move on.” (http://sethgodin.typepad.
com/seths_blog/2008/11/misunderstood.html)
• There are few or no analytics so data about usage, trends
and return on investment of time are hard to come by.
• As the number of users grows, the channel will become
too noisy and it will no longer be possible to follow more
than a tiny fraction of the number currently followed by
most users. As commentator Paddy Donnelly put it, Twitter
will evolve into “a cutthroat competitive bloodbath,
forcing people to compete for attention.” (http://blog.
iampaddy.com/2008/11/29/has-britney-killed-twitter/)

“...micro-blogging
is ‘a feature not an
application,’ and...its
ultimate role is to be
‘baked into other tools
and systems,’ rather
than standing
on its own.”

There are many other arguments against Twitter, but this is a
sampling. And much of this can vary depending on the context. Some
general concerns have broad validity, however, and are addressed by
European technology consultant Lee Bryant of consulting firm Headshift.
He suggests that micro-blogging is “a feature not an application,” and
that its ultimate role is to be “baked into other tools and systems,” rather
than standing on its own.
Bryant also points out that authority figures (such as British Prime
Minister Gordon Brown) have things “the wrong way around” if they
expect the masses to follow them on Twitter. Instead, he suggests that
the leaders should be following the masses to see how the public at
large is feeling and thinking. This may be instructive for those of us with
constituencies with which we hope to remain in electronic contact. We
should follow them, not necessarily the other way around.

“...leaders should be
following the masses
to see how the public
at large is feeling and
thinking. This may be
instructive for those of
us with constituencies
with which we
hope to remain in
electronic contact.”

(http://www.headshift.com/blog/2008/04/twitter-scepticismjustified-o.php)
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Closing Thoughts
Twitter and its “micro-blogging” cousins are in their infancy. Our
comments here might apply to future applications – not yet invented
– that operate on the same basis as Twitter. Indeed, existing social sites,
such as Facebook and LinkedIn, operate on the principle that searching
others’ networks for relevant contacts is the services’ greatest potential
value.
The advantage of these sites over traditional alumni directories
lie in their ability to find out not only who else is in the network, but
how you are connected to them. The further integration of Twitter and
other services with relational online networks will fuel the services’
potential value to educational institutions, alumni associations, and
any organization that can benefit by helping its constituents find and
connect to one another.
Thinking of Twitter solely as a way to broadcast news or updates

“Thinking of Twitter
solely as a way to
broadcast news or
updates means missing
out on its potential as a
‘network activator.’”

means missing out on its potential as a “network activator.” Functionality
that makes constituents’ networks more transparent will add to the
service’s potential value.
In the case of alumni associations in particular, knowing which
followers are also alumni will increase the likelihood that alumni will
begin following each other, and that they will cement the alumni bond
with @replies, private Direct Messages, and retweeting.
Twitter experienced remarkable growth during 2008, by any
standard. Among the reasons for this growth are that Twitter is:
• conceptually simple
• free to use
• permission-based
• easy to learn
• ubiquitous, and
• fast.
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An internet-intensive U.S. presidential election year drove
additional use, as the campaign of Barack Obama shone new and
brighter light on social media of all kinds. Coverage by sites such as
Read Write Web sheds light on the lessons of this development. (http://
is.gd/6qUh)
Of course, Twitter is not a substitute for other communication
channels. It is an additional layer on top of the existing framework we
use for all our communications. Its use should be strategic, integrated
with existing media, and flexible, as usage trends and etiquette become
clearer, and as new tools become available to enhance Twitter’s (or its

“Twitter is not a
substitute for other
communication
channels. It is an
additional layer on
top of the existing
framework we
use for all our
communications.”

successors’) effectiveness.
Will Twitter remain vibrant through 2009 and beyond? Will it
continue its integration with Facebook, and find a foothold in business
networking sites such as LinkedIn? Even if micro-blogging increases its
viability as a tool for connecting our audiences, it will be up to us to
determine how to deploy it and measure its effectiveness. This is not
the time to be hesitant about experimenting with new ways of using

“This is not the time
to be hesitant about
experimenting with
new ways of using
accessible tools.”

accessible tools. This kind of innovation and adaptation will drive our
professions forward and keep us relevant in the minds and the lives of
our constituents.

RESOURCES
Other Micro-blogging platforms
Twitter (http://twitter.com) is not the only tool that provides opt-in
updates via multiple channels (web, mobile device, etc.). Here are a
few others. This list is dynamic with some systems dropping from view
(such as Pownce), and others being introduced periodically.
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Jaiku

http://jaiku.com

Micro-blogging with some customization

Cromple

http://cromple.com/

Simple updating system

Tumblr

http://tumblr.com/

Slightly more structured, blog-like messaging

Hellotxt

http://hellotxt.com/

Aggregates messages across services

PlayTalk

http://playtalk.net/

250 character limit micro-blogging

BrightKite

http://brightkite.com/

Location-based social micro-blogging

Yammer

http://yammer.com

Enterprise micro-blogging for businesses

Media Sharing and Add-Ons
Other services allow for media sharing, integration with thirdparty sites, and user-development of additional site tools. Readers who
are curious about these options can explore some of the following
services: Soup.io, Nowthen, MoodMill, Yatam, Vooeasy, FunPiper,
BeeMood, Loopnote, Gatsb, and Shopalize.
With space at a premium for Twitter posts, several URL-shortening
online tools are available. TinyUrl.com is Twitter’s default, but is.gd
shortens URLs even more dramatically.
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APPENDIX
Twitter in Alumni Relations: An Informal Survey
Conducted from January 6 to January 13, 2009 by Andy Shaindlin
This is not a scientific research survey; it is an informal poll of readers invited via Twitter, Facebook, the
Alumni Futures blog, and the ALUMNI-L listserv.
General Summary of Responses:
The survey consisted of nine questions; depending on one’s familiarity with, and use of Twitter, one
could answer as few as four questions.
330 individuals completed at least the four basic questions. 278 respondents answered every nondemographic question.
270 provided country information: 229 respondents hailed from the United States, 15 from Canada, 14
from the United Kingdom, four from Australia, two from Japan, and one each from Singapore, Turkey,
Portugal, Germany, France and an unspecified country in Europe.

Chart 1: Institution Type
Among respondents, 4-year private U.S. institutions predominated (40% of participants) followed by
4-year public U.S. (32%). Non-U.S. institutions made up 10% of the sample.
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Chart 2: Area of Responsibility
Respondents could choose more than one response. 72% work in alumni relations and 34% have
some public relations or other communications responsibility. Development and admissions were
significantly less represented. Among other disciplines, several participants self-identified as IT
professionals.

Chart 3: Familiarity with Twitter
36% of respondents are currently using Twitter; a comparable number (37%) know what Twitter is, but
have not used it. More than 20% had either never heard of Twitter at all before taking the survey, or had
heard the name but knew nothing about it.
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Chart 4: Institutional vs. Personal Use of Twitter
Of those currently using Twitter, 41% were using it only as individuals, not for school or alumni
association use. Just 15% had only organizational accounts with no personal use; the remaining 44%
percent were either using one account for both personal and institutional use, or had separate accounts
and were Twittering both for their school and for themselves.

Chart 5: Institutional Use: Type of Content
85% of institutional users are sending out event updates and invites; news of updated web content is
broadcast by 59% of institutions, and news of students, faculty and alumni accounts for some tweets
from half the respondents. To this point, Twitter is frequently used as an additional channel for content
also available elsewhere (e.g., via e-mails, RSS, or print).
Specific uses mentioned included:
• Post [links to] alumni event photos
• Use student and faculty tweeters to show what life is like at the school
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Chart 6: Number of Users You Follow
39% of institutional users were not following any other users. In effect, they were not receiving any
input, and were using Twitter as a one-way broadcast medium. Another 32% followed fewer than 25
users. Only 11% followed more than 100 other users with their institutional account.

Chart 7: Number of Users Following Your Organization
Half the institutions using Twitter had fewer than 25 followers. Another 17% had between 25 and 50.
19% boasted more than 100 followers.
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Chart 8: Frequency of Use
46% of institutional users had not sent a single message in the two months preceding the survey, and
19% had sent less than one per week. At the opposite extreme, 15% were tweeting at least once every
weekday.

ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS
Best use of Twitter
When asked, “What does Twitter do?” 41% of respondents felt that the best answer from choices
presented was “telling others what they or their organization is doing.” 26% answered that the best
answer is that Twitter may yet prove to have some utility, but that they do not yet know what that might
be.
Other comments about Twitter’s purpose included:
•
•
•

“Twitter is what you make of it.”
“Twitter is something totally new for us – it allows us to give a snapshot of life at a moment in
time…showing ‘A Day in the Life’ type material in a whole new way.”
“We use it to both reinforce our events and postings, and also to virally market our alumni's
events – which policy warrants not promoting through official channels (blast emails, etc.).”

Number of Followers versus Tweet Frequency
The number of followers seemed to plateau among those organizations sending 1 to 4 tweets per week.
More frequent broadcast than that correlated weakly to lower numbers of followers. Huberman et al.
found the same effect over a very large sample.
The smallest number of followers is reserved for those who had not sent any tweets in the last 60 days.
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It’s possible some of these users had only recently begun using Twitter at all. Caveat: these findings are
for sample size N<10, and may not be valid for larger values.
Use of Twitter versus Area of Responsibility
In terms of responsibility, PR/Communications professionals and Admissions professionals were the
most likely to be using Twitter. Alumni professionals were most likely to know about Twitter but not yet
have used it.
Twitter as a Fundraising Tool
Three institutions in the survey responded that they have used Twitter for direct solicitation of donations.
The three schools included a 4-year public U.S. institution in the southeastern U.S., and two law schools
(one public and one private).
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